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The Optimal Health Hour
Tuesday at 2 PM Pacific

Tune in

November 29, 2016: The Fight Against Cancer: Intravenous
High Dose Vitamin C And Poly-MVA Are Powerful Weapons
Used To Fight Everything From Viruses To Cancer Tumor
Cells
This week’s episode will focus on intravenous High Dose
Vitamin C which is considered a "Pro-Oxidant". It is used to
fight bacteria, viruses and abnormal cells in the body such as
cancer tumor cells. We will also learn about a powerful and
revolutionary supplement called Poly-MVA. We will talk with
patients and find out how these “super compounds” changed
their life. There is a revolution in health care coming, please
join us to find out more. Don’t miss out! Be with us for the next
Optimal Health Hour episode.
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Featured Guests
Al Sanchez, Jr., CEO AMARC Enterprises
Al Sanchez, Jr. CEO AMARC Enterprises is a member of the Foundation for
Advancement in Cancer Research. He speaks at health conferences throughout the
world where he shares his research and experience about degenerative diseases.
He is also the president of Poly-MVA which provided a unique nutracuitcal that is
used at many integrative clinics for people dealing with cancer and other chronic
diseases. After losing both his mother, Julia, and sister, Tina, to colon cancer, he
committed to joining family, friends and colleagues in their quest to find better
options, access to information, treatments, and hopefully one day a cure for those
stricken with such a devastating disease. He is d.....
Read more...

Dr. Hadas Hilewitz, N.D.
Dr. Hadas Hilewitz started out her career in the conventional medical field, attaining
a Master’s degree in Biological Sciences, and then proceeding to work in various
fields such as clinical research, non-invasive cardiac testing, and as a supervisor of
an endocrinology lab. Circumstances led Dr. Hilewitz to pursue a degree in
Acupuncture, graduating 25 years ago, which she taught and practiced intensively for
10 years. She then went on to study naturopathic medicine graduating with a
Naturopathic Doctor degree from Southwest College of Naturopathic Medicine
(SCNM). Dr Hilewitz is board certified in naturopathic oncology and is a member of
several professional organizations, including the.....
Read more...
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